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About This Game

Grab planets and toss them into a stable orbit. Try to get as many as you can flying around without crashing into the sun (or each
other). A room scale virtual reality game, optimized for the HTC Vive.
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Title: Orbital Injection
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Packet39
Publisher:
Packet39
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater.

Storage: 300 MB available space
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injection. orbital direct injection. retro orbital injection zebrafish

How the heck does this have 4 positive reviews? I mean you pick up and throw 4 objects. That's it that's all. It is not a game it is
not even a tech demo this is just picking up an object and throwing it, Game over.

Not even worth $2.00. This is just what I needed. A basic strategy game where party goers could play without much
explanation.. It's a simple game but suprisingly fun. For the price you can't really go wrong. There's just something intriguing
about trying to throw an object into a stable orbit. Or a hundred!. FUN! Simple and fun...hard to complain about that!. I really
do enjoy flinging satellites and space ships around the Sun. Simple but suprisingly fun. For the cost of a cup of coffee, you
really cant go wrong. I'll be looking forward to more updates and content.
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It took a while to get the hang of it but once you get going, its a pretty nifty little game. When you throw an object at the wrong
trajectory, wait a bit and it will come back for you to catch mid flight.. Really fun game! You get to throw planets and stuff
intro orbit, and you feel like a god wreacking havoc. It gets chaotic and crazy :)
A great example of a simple fun VR game. Totally recommended.
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